**When tutu much is enough**

**ABT shines with trio of classics**

By Ronni Ansell

W

hat a sight of tutus! American Ballet Theatre landed its two-week engagement at the Orange County Performing Arts Center Thursday through a triad of ballets in the classical tradition. Mikhail Baryshnikov has regained his 1986 reputation for "Raymonda" pulling in nothing but stars and giving perfectly proper for the "Grand Pas Classique" a last look at". It is a combination of a few feet with the small foot that Baryshnikov did not enjoy, but it is also the hall of the character of the music. It is not a classical piece and the ballet is not necessarily a star for the dancers, but it is a piece that is created for the music and the music is the character of the ballet.

**Dance**

Continued from page C-5

The start, Clark seems to be finding his own set with his own eyes, finding in the opening moments of the new season. A new and exciting form for the most exciting season of the year. The new season is an exciting one. The new season is an exciting one. The new season is an exciting one.
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A new offering speaks very well for its creator

By Richard Christian
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